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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ruth Vondracek Librarian for Oregon Explorer,  and curate the Natural Resources collections for the Oregon State University Libraries And Press Special Collections and Archives Research CenterThis presentation is not really about records management but I hope it will give you useful ideas on how to create access to and use of  the information all of you diligently strive to capture and preserve.In this presentation I will provide:Introduction to Oregon Explorer Who we areWhat we doWho our partners areWhat the site offersWhere we get our content and data and how we store it and access itAlso how the site is usedChallenges and our in-progress redesign

http://www.oregonexplorer.info/


Oregon Explorer Collaboration 

Libraries & Press 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Oregon Explorer is a natural resources digital library developed through collaboration between the Institute of Natural Resources and the Oregon State University Libraries and Press. It is unique in our library in that it has been developed separately from other digital collections using grant and foundation funding from external partners, some of which are other OSU departments, while the majority are local, state and federal governmental agencies, foundations and other non-governmental organizations. Oregon Explorer builds shared understanding about Oregon’s natural resource, community and environmental issues. It serves as a model of how to integrate data and content from state and federal agencies, local governments, libraries and archives, scientists and researchers.  It enables users to conduct fact-based assessments for example of watershed and wetlands restoration, environmental health, community vitality, wildfire and natural hazards risks, and land use, among other issues.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This a screen shot of our umbrella site



15 Explorer Sites 

   Central access for natural resource 
and community information in 
Oregon and the West since 2007. 

Stories Resources Data Tools 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Oregon Explorer began as a single portal in 2004 and now consists of 15 topic, location and data sites each developed for  specific partners and clients.  All sites are linked through the ‘umbrella’ Oregon Explorer website. Each site offers stories,  external resources, data, and mapping tools.   



Oregon Explorer Portals 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The portals each developed separately for specific partners and clients.  Location portals – at this time are primarily watershed basins and do not represent all major watersheds in OregonThe topic portals cover a variety of specialized topics, our  most popular portals being the Rural Communities Explorer and the Wetlands explorersData - two specific data sites one the imagery explorer and the other which is essentially a spatial data tool that allows for deposit and downloading of datasets as well as tools to manipulate the data.  The Hazards  and Rural communities portals could also be considered data sites. This structure has become unwieldy and is one of the main reasons that we are currently involved in a redesign of the site.  I will come back to this issue as I discuss the challenges for Oregon Explorer. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Oregon has been our geographic boundary until recently and we are looking for opportunities to expand our focus. Last year we took a foray further into the west with the introduction of the Western Landscapes Explorer that covers the ILAP Integrated Landscapes Assessment program for Oregon Washington, Arizona and New Mexico The Rural Communities Explorer last year added data for a single county, Siskiyou County, in California at our funders request. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
All of the portals are built with a common templateDescribe sections



Content Resources Data Tools 

• Background 
information 

• Multimedia 
Photos 

• Reports  
• Plans 
• Theses 
• Videos 
• Static maps 

 
 

• External Links 
• Contacts 
• News 
 

• Datasets 
• Spatial Data 
• Imagery Data 
• Demographic 
• Economic 
 

• Reporting tools 
• Mapping tools 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each portal contains similar elementsDescribe these



 Site architecture – Drupal 
 

 Mapping software – GeoCortex 
formerly ArcGIS 

 
 Blacklight search –  

formerly LibraryFind 

Technology 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Oregon Explorer has been through a series of migrations.  The original platform was X, the second used Pylons and Python, and within the last two years we migrated to Drupal.  We will likely stay with Drupal for our redesign.
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Government Affiliations 

K – 20 Affiliations 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Who are our users?A recent survey taken this summer helped us identify actual user groups something we had minimal insight into before.  We asked people to select all affiliations that applied to them, so the totals do not equal number of unique respondents. The largest number of respondents identified some level of government affiliation with state government being the highest. The next highest category of affiliation identified was educational; we were surprised by the high number of K-12 educators, as we do not directly cater to this group through curricular materials.   
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Use of Information and Data 



 
 
 

OR GEO 
OR DFW 
OR DEQ 

ODF 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Where do we get our information and where do we store our information.?  These two go hand in hand.  The majority of our information comes to us through partnerships; agencies or university departments that we have received funding from in order to make their information and data accessible through our site.Data and content chiefly come from partners and clients.  Some data are dynamically pulled in, others are datasets that we store. More active requests for us to store and manage data.  Still developing our approach for this.Some, but little content has been written specifically for the site, this has been done using science writers, OE staff, students and interns. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Digital images stored in ContentDM – relational field that allows us to pull it into Oregon Explorer is handled through the Collection Series noteWe have selected whole sets of photos for digitization from our collections based on their fit for Oregon Explorer collections. Some, but only a few, came to us from Oregon Explorer partners.  Recently added 4000+ photos from Siuslaw National forest as a stand alone collection that will also be mapped to OE North Coast ExplorerWe also have photo sets in FLICKR and Flicr commons that relate to OEScholarsArchive – we have a specific Oregon Explorer that I monitor submissions to.  We have developed relational fields with specialized vocabulary for each of the portals and geographic metadata, such as estuaries, watershed, etc.  Specialized understanding limits the number of people who can submit.  Relational fields for OE also are present in many of our other SA communities and collections allowing us to pull from most communities. Reports, community action plans for restoration etc.  Come from partners Example of relational fields.Special Collections and Archives – also pull from these collections and add subject terms for OE.  I actively curate toward materials that would be useful thave in OE.
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Presentation Notes
How some of the info shows up





Challenges 

• Keeping content and 
data fresh have been a 
challenge 
– Developed through small 

grants, one portal at a 
time 

– Only a few of these 
portals resulted in long-
term relationships 

– No early MOUs 
•   

 

• Structure of site not-
integrated 

• Display records, 
publications, photos in 
a meaningful way 

• Blend historical and 
current content 
 



Goals for redesign 

• More site integration 
• Elevate tools/maps 

access 
• Mobile friendly 
• Updated look and feel 

 
 
 
 

• Improved search 
• Integrate maps 

throughout 
• Improved navigation 

 
 



Ruth Vondracek 
Oregon State University  

Special Collections & Archives Research Center 
ruth.vondracek@oregonstate.edu 

http://www.oregonexplorer.info/
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